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A girl with her very existence ahead of her. A terrible accident. An inspiring story of overcome
trauma. She is now a successful beauty blogger and her journey of positivity inspires hundreds
of thousands around the world. In one fateful instant, everything changed. having fun with
friends and loving life. A car accident left her paralysed from the upper body down and shocked
her into deep despair. But steadily Jordan realised there is hope beyond utter devastation, and
existence beyond disability. She was on the brink of quitting.Painstakingly re-learning how
exactly to apply her beloved make-up, Jordan began to rebuild her sense of self and
empowerment. Her body may have been broken but her spirit was not. Aged 15, Jordan was a
happy-go-lucky female;MY BEAUTIFUL STRUGGLE is the incredible true tale of how one youthful
woman overcame immense challenges, of inner strength that lies beneath external beauty, of
how exactly to believe in yourself and discover the light when it feels like all hope is fully gone.
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Fantastic!! Jordan's story can help change the way you think in a very positive way.. I have been
watching Jordan Bone on YouTube and could not wait to read her book. We could ALL learn from
her attitude and outlook! I read it all on my smart phone, throughout appointment waiting
rooms, waiting in the car parking lot, and the whole day I couldn't wait to whip out my phone
and examine it. I possibly could not put it down. The reserve is center warming and I cried and
laughed out loud. Many thanks Jordan Bone. You are an amazing person. Inspiration at it's
finest!. Jordan will inspire people who have or without disabilities with her tale. I recommend
this publication to anyone who might need their spirits lifted or encouragement to get the good
stuff in life.!. Four Stars A beautiful and inspiring tale of a young woman's existence and what
she's had to overcome. Five Stars Loved it Five Stars Such an inspiration. A beautiful book! I liked
reading it! This book is wonderful. Five Stars Loved reading Jordan's story! She actually is a
complete inspiration! I read it in 2 days. Five Stars Such an inspirational read!
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